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As we finish the fall semester and prepare for the next, we are quickly reminded that “contest season” will soon be upon us! While the entire year’s repertoire is not solely centered around our UIL performances, it is important that thoughtful, purposeful consideration is given to the music we choose to showcase our ensembles. Planning with the end goal in mind is the key to ensuring student success. However, before starting to organize a plan, recognizing the attainable potential of our students and making ourselves aware of time constraints is crucial.

Keeping these ideas in mind, what will you be able to play with your students? If you do not have a copy of your school’s calendar, get one immediately. In constructing a rehearsal timeline, the dates of school-wide exams, bad weather holidays, dances, and field trips are important to know. Once these dates are solidified, and if you have the means to do so, you can begin planning regularly scheduled sectionals and rehearsals. This is where the magic really happens.

Does the Music Fit Your Band?
When selecting literature to perform, leave all egos aside! The performance of the music you select will be adjudicated with the same UIL rubric, no matter the age of your students. A Grade IV has to sound like a Grade IV. While it is encouraged to push them to excel at high levels, be honest and realistic about what is achievable in your time frame. Knowing your students and what skills they possess are important in finding the right music. We should strive to prepare our students for their future in music without inundating them with too much too soon. There are volumes and volumes of great publications for all grade levels.

Before selecting music for the ensemble, there are a ton of factors to consider: What is your instrumentation? Do you know the strengths and weaknesses of every section? Will these pieces challenge the strongest players and develop the less experienced ones? Are there soloists to showcase? How much endurance will my students need? Are these pieces written in a range that will show off their best sounds? What are the rhythmic concerns?

As you talk yourself through these questions, the answers to what is playable becomes more evident. The most successful literature for contest will allow for musical success while remaining just challenging enough to require continued development. Remember that UIL evaluations are not set up to expose the weaknesses of your band, but rather highlight all the great things they are doing. Every teacher, especially those with limited teaching experience, is highly advised to seek out the counsel of experienced mentors who are willing to lead you down the path to choosing the best program. Never underestimate the expertise of those who have already been through the trenches and can provide invaluable commentary on the “dos and don’ts” of programming.

Programming Considerations
Expose your students to music whose “juice is worth the squeeze.” While there are many wonderful pieces out there, there are also many others that are written with almost insurmountable pitfalls. Find quality music that is written well. These are pieces that are based on academic ideas that can be played! Avoid music that is trite in content, lacks proper orchestration, or does not exhibit a high degree of compositional craft. The music you select to perform at contest should showcase your strengths, and not highlight the areas that you are attempting to improve over a long period of time.

One of the biggest misconceptions is that bands must play a slow piece to demonstrate the many abilities involved in executing lyricism. There is no written rule that a lyrical piece should be played at contest. Take great caution when selecting slow pieces that expose small sections, tone quality, and intonation difficulties.

Contemporary pieces are a great opportunity for students and directors to interact with a living composer. Performing new music is also part of a comprehensive music education and important to forwarding our
repertoire and supporting composers attempting to do so. Multicultural pieces can expose students to new, less familiar harmonies and rhythms. There are many opportunities for community involvement into how music relates to culture and society, and applying TEKS that cross over into other curriculums.

Multi-movement works have a positive and negative aspect. Younger bands may benefit from performing a multi-movement work that has short movements. This gives young players a time to rest both mentally and physically as well as have a “reset” moment. More advanced multi-movement works involve more time if each movement has a different style. These works have to be treated as separate pieces. Pieces that are through composed but have difficult transitions can prove to be just as challenging as a multi-movement work.

Marches are the single-celled organisms of band. They are our history and our beginning! Traditional military marches come in many different styles and flavors, and teach important fundamental ensemble skills of balance and style. The traditional march form is also part of our band heritage that should be kept alive in our band halls. Concert marches pair great with other traditional pieces from the PML and offer variations of style. Furthermore, pasodobles, processionals, and circus marches—not to mention marches from other countries—can be great additions to your program as well.

It's important to keep the entire program in mind. Avoid the same styles and key signatures for all contest pieces. It is always best to select music that will make a young, small or inexperienced band sound their best, even if all pieces are similar.

Keep in mind that a quality performance with superior aspects in tone, technique, and musicianship is best. Reference the Concert & Sight-Reading Adjudication Rubric on the UIL website for further explanation.

What is the Point of the Concerts Throughout the Year?

Another factor to keep in mind is the purpose of the concert at hand, each with a different goal. If your program gives a Fall Concert, it is important to remember that this is the time of year to build/train ensemble skills, as well as build the skills of the individual. Your new band must learn to play together as a unit, learning balance and blend with its new members (for some of your kids, like seventh graders, for the first time), ensemble fundamentals and exercises, and simply how to function as a band. It is also the season of District and Region Band auditions which requires much of your students’ home practice time. With that in mind, selecting Fall Concert music requires finding a balance of readily attainable music that supports the ensemble skills you are teaching while not taking away from their audition music.

The Winter Concert is all about audience buy-in. Most often, this is the most attended concert of the year, and considering the musical tastes of grandparents is always appreciated. While holiday music is on many of our programs, it is by no means required, which can also open up another opportunity to play any of the great pieces not on the PML. A number of band programs use the Winter Concert as the debut of their UIL march, mentally preparing the students for the focus and attention to detail that comes with preparing a UIL concert program. If your band program does not follow this pattern, the Winter Concert is a chance to test the waters as to how far you can push your band (before choosing your UIL program) and which sections will rise to the occasion and deserve the spotlight.

When it does come time for UIL, the points for consideration vary based on your band. For a sub non-varsity level group, it is most important to choose music that is easy enough that they can achieve a really high level of performance. Even a sub non-varsity should sound amazing on their music…you just have to choose music on the appropriate level to allow that quality of playing. Non-varsity band members should be working on music that
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is initially just above their heads to allow for the most growth, pushing them towards potentially moving up to the varsity level. As for your top band, depending on the goals for your organization, this is the time to play The Midwest Clinic or TMEA Honor Band level pieces. However, remember to be honest about the actual level of your band and where you want the students to be.

For the Spring Concert, GO FOR IT! There are no judges, and your kids have worked hard all year! Bring out the pieces you are too nervous to perform at UIL, and push your kids as hard as they will let you push them. With your sub non-varsity it is often helpful to purposely program fun and catchy pieces so that your kids who will be placed there the following year (and those who will have a repeat placement) have something cool and positive to look forward to. With your non-varsity band, choose music that pushes your 7th graders to be next year’s leaders. Also, consider giving your 7th graders 1st parts to help them with that transition (even if that seems scary). For your top band, go for flash! The Spring Concert is the perfect time to let your kids learn their limits by pushing them.

As you plan your curriculum, keep in mind that you have an entire year to expose your students to quality literature. Never feel pressured to play beyond what your band can perform at a high level at UIL. Take the necessary time to research and plan to offer the each student the best opportunity to grow musically throughout both semesters.
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